Dear Parents,
Our faculty is excited to see their students again via Zoom on our first day of remote
learning this coming Wednesday. Today and tomorrow, faculty are continuing to learn
the Zoom platform, practicing with colleagues, and preparing lessons and materials so
that students continue the rich learning experience they have come to expect at Gulliver.
Below please find additional information as we prepare to move to remote learning on
Wednesday.
1. Rem ote Learning Schedule
On Wednesday, March 18 students will be signing in to their first remote class which
starts at 9:00 a.m. Here is the Montgomery Remote Learning Schedule 2020 for
Wednesday and Thursday.
2. Technical Assistance
Students were able to download and practice joining zoom sessions at school last
Friday; here is a handout and a video as a reminder. All Montgomery Drive teachers
have posted their Personal Meeting ID and URL link on their myGulliver teacher page
and in their Google Classroom page, which allows students access to that teacher’s
virtual classroom. Students will also find important remote learning instructions and
guides on Google Classroom.
Gulliver's Educational Technology and Information Services (ETIS) team was on-site on
Friday to provide assistance to all students. ETIS has established Zoom "support rooms"
to assist you with remote learning issues ranging from Zoom questions to helping with
Mac or PC support, connectivity problems, or accessing library databases and support.
The main point of contact for student and parent questions is:
Parent and Student Support/ Rem ote Support
Jesy Gonzalez
E-m ail: rem otesupport@ gulliverschools.org
Ph: 786-709-4099
3. W orking from Hom e
Please encourage your children to take this time seriously as if they were physically in
school. Students should complete their usual school day morning routine before settling
down to begin their classes. All behavioral expectations that we have at school apply to
these virtual classrooms. Students need to prepare a space that allows them to
concentrate, which means they have minimal visual or auditory distractions. They

should also make sure the computer they will use for school work and internet
connection are ready. Students should think about what will be in their background when
their camera is activated. They may consider using a handset with a microphone to
minimize distractions with outside noise and echoing that often occurs. Teachers will be
taking attendance, assigning activities, and collecting materials which will be graded. In
the likelihood that we will be continuing remote learning after Spring Break, Wednesday
and Thursday will be important days for students to start to get used to this new
experience.
4. Social Distancing
As Mr. Kling said in his recent correspondence, we are still practicing social distancing.
We need your help in making sure students do not gather for any reason, whether
socially or for school work. If the students are doing group work, the expectation is that
they are doing so remotely through email or zoom.
If you have any issues or concerns, please reach out to your child’s teachers, counselor
or me.
Stay safe,

Donna Fong-Yee
Middle School Principal
Montgomery Drive Campus
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